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Gathers writings by the Viennese psychoanalyst concerning infant analysis, Oedipal conflicts,

anxiety situations, symbol formation, and envy.
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This book is valuable in understanding Melanie Klein....it helped me understand the difference

between infants and toddlers between Freud and the Kleinian School....I will be forever reading this

book but will never be an actual Psychotherapist.....It's a good read for us...laypersons....For

instance:It taught me the deep meaning of ...acting out. I'm mainly reading Psychotherapy books to

advance my artwork as a middle aged woman.

Because I consider fundamentally myself a Kleinian child, it puts that book and Melanie Klein on the

top of my list...

The quality of the paperback structure per se was acceptable, obviously a discarded library book.

However, the writings of Melanie Klein is uniquely insightful. Excellent compilation by Juliet Mitchell.

The Researcher / Theorist is very thorough and deep , it was well a well needed material and highly

recommended.



After more than two weeks,this book was determined, by the seller, to be "lost in the mail." .com

returned my payment promptly. I bought the book elsewhere. Unfortunately, "Selected Melanie

Klein" is a disappointment; Klein writes in psychoanalytical jargon only. I prefer reading Sigmund

Freud's pellucid prose. PLEASE NOTE:I've ordered from .com before and have NEVER had any

problem receiving items ordered. I'll continue to order from .com. barbara

Since buying the complete Collected Works of Melanie Klein would be rather expensive (and not as

readily available as this book), this is the next best thing. This one offers all of the very essential

Kleinian works, including the Early Stages of the Oedipus Conflict (in which she very daringly

challenges Freud's views on the topic, and two papers on manic-depression, which are classics and

have still not been equaled even to this day. This book is a great choice for anyone interested in

psychology, regardless of their orientation or affiliation.

Since buying the complete Collected Works of Melanie Klein would be rather expensive (and not as

readily available as this book), this is the next best thing. This one offers all of the very essential

Kleinian works, including the Early Stages of the Oedipus Conflict (in which she very daringly

challenges Freud's views on the topic, and two papers on manic-depression, which are classics and

have still not been equaled even to this day. This book is a great choice for anyone interested in

psychology, regardless of their orientation or affiliation.

I was disappointed by Klein but not this collection. Her conceptual apparatus seems rather

underdeveloped for the complex phenomena to be taken under it. It is still worth a read and may be

source of inspiration. So I dont think I will read Klein further, but this collection gave me quite

sufficient understanding of her thought and that for a good price. The only deficiency is the lacking

of a more in depth discussion of the death instict and why Klein introduces it. I assume it can be

found in the latter of her collected writings. I strongly recommend the collection since it has not

much alternative...
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